Trauma Hospital seeking Acute Care OT – a quality job!!
Not-for-profit hospital in Texas – the people here make the difference!
A friendly and cordial atmosphere
Competitive benefits, an excellent work environment, and educational opportunities
A leader in electronic medical records & new processes of delivering care more efficiently

JOB OVERVIEW:
- >350 Acute Care beds plus an additional stand-alone specialty hospital
- Acute Care Hospital is on a large medical campus with the Rehab Hospital, plus multiple specialty buildings and the specialty hospital
- Therapist cross training! – you will serve all floors of the hospital including ICU, post orthopedic surgery, spine center, general/med, cardiology, oncology, neurology, wound healing, trauma surgery, pediatrics, etc
- Outstanding mentorship from this highly respected rehab group
- It is a team-driven environment; work closely with PTs treating the same patient – there is a lot of interdisciplinary teamwork to achieve the best patient outcomes
- Continuing Education is huge here; regularly bring in speakers/courses and also financially support therapists to attend outside continuing education
- Very low turnover in the department
- There is a total of ~ 30 inpatient therapists and ~40 outpatient therapists
- Outstanding Director of Rehab who is very much in touch with the therapists and department; a positive person with effective leadership – open to new ideas, people and moral issues!

COMPENSATION PACKAGE:
- ~$32-$51/hour
- $25,000 Bonus
- Full Benefits Package
- Annual continuing education dollars per therapist
- Onsite Interview Expenses paid for – includes flights, rental car, and hotel

LOCATION: Not a huge metropolitan, but has all the amenities of one
This highly-rated city in Texas is fabulous with an abundance of outdoor recreation and culture. There are water recreational activities, skiing, fishing, and golf. City has downtown amenities with performing arts, museums, galleries, cultural exhibits, zoo, and fine dining. It is a clean and energetic city.

For details and/or consideration email resume to patty@clinipost.com
CLINIPOST www.clinipost.com Patty Wyatt 469.626.5161

CLINIPOST partners with top ranked leading institutions. The focus is on direct-hire, permanent placement for staff to the highest managerial levels. Our success is credited to a deep understanding of people, culture, and organizational dynamics. Confidentiality is maintained, and ethics are uncompromising.